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Pellet Guns 

Pellet quns in this discussion will be limited to those 
having riflad barrels, which will serve to distinguish them from 
the smooth-bore versions which fall more readily into the toy 
category, and which are not considered to be profitable items. 
Rifled barrel pellet guns are generally operated in one of three 
ways: 

l. Soring-actuated - In these guns, a heavy spring 
is cocked manually, The trigger releases the 
spring, compressing an enclosed volume of air 
which is eoimnunicated to the chaml:ler of the gun 
which has previously been loaded (by hand) with , 
a pellet. These guns are almost invarial:ily 'd~. 
single-shot. European versions of these gunajz~~. ;~l. 
can be quite expensive, and they qenera+ly (;: '':.'. ·-·~~,:;.~a~_ ... ~.r~, 
outperform the American ones. ,;,,~\ -~~'- ..... :·;~,~ .· .. , .. 

,_,~ ~~~.=;~~:~' I ~~~~~\ ~:.~; -~;;~-.·~ -~i ~~~~~-~,cc 
2. Pneumatic or p~p-act1:1ated .. ;:p:rt'··~~e gun~,, a~ · .;~· 

pressure is bul.l t up •n, a re~t,rvoi.x\~1:>Y on~}pr~f 
more strokes of a -~~nu~~~¥., o~~ated ·;~ump l~er. 
'l'he trigger r~~~,,S:eis th~i Plt?;~s"tl~ized ;;~ir into 
the chamber '\Wh:,feh co~~ai.:n..~ a:·{~~;~et t:fiat has 
been m~?~;~~,Y -~,e;;,~~d. Yfhese 'quns are nearly 
alwayjf,.$inql"~s~~t::. Euro~~an versions are not 

... k~kwn".i'.f:·. These}qu~i)~ ~~tJ~:':Usually more powerful 
,.,yf~: a~' ac~urate ~hari:~~er'ican spring-actuated or .. ~ ... '*·· ·.:--1· ... ·;· '"'~ ~.;',-

,,1 ?:C co2·;:,9un~. b..,,_~;-the pump operation of known 
··" 'i~; _,.,,·~raesf'i!_ns~~~if/;!:iNkward and time-consuming. The 

-~H· ,.:r;..). ·v:..:::-::,. ,:~.:. ...... ,-~ 
1ti:i~i., 1\ \~~1l·' best\E,uiopean spring-actuated guns are superior 

~ i ~1'.'"'i-"··· .. , •;),_ to the pneumatics. Pneumatic guns generally 
.y;~<-~}'~;,,,. '~,;_;_: .. ~·,: __ ,·.··.·."f;;;.i,'\~~~-c.·~1-'.,·_i.: .. :·:~.- · 1~(· have the largest ni.unJjer of parts and seals 

;~r '·~~~i; ·~. '<' ~- ~- compared to spring or co2 guns. The Sheridan 
.:~t'~r;~,~~· ~~' ~~t '( pneumatic rifle is the foremost example of 
!'' 1 ~i~.. ,,if,f' such a gun. 
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3 .. C02 actuated - In these guns a small co2 cylinder 
ia ~naerted into a pressure chamber and punctured 
as the closure is made. The trigger momentarily 
connects the pressure chamber with the breech, 
allowing a small amount of liquified co2 to 
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